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These # 1:  Gnosticism on the Rise

Gnosticism is the devil’s theology promised to be with us til the end of time.

Gnosticism is a rejection of God’s creation, of nature and reality, a radical 
change from an “outside-in” process of engaging the world to an “inside-
out” process of projecting inner psychic mechanisms on reality.

Language, rationality, and grammar (the Logos) is the center of this battle, 
because language reflects reality, and reality is claimed to be unreal (so 
language must be unreal)



Thesis # 2:  Hegel the Lutheran Heretic
The political philosopher Hegel is ground Zero for the current political madness 

we are in.  

From him came the idea that politics is a product of a historical progress of 
enlightened consciousness. 

Hegel’s project was to de-mythologize millenarianism and repackage it for the 
modern world.

Lutherans in particular are poised to offer the best answer and response to Hegel.



Identifying the Demon:  What is your name?



The Issue for Apologetics…



The Cretan’s Paradox
How can a Cretan say “All Cretan’s are liars” and be exempt from that statement?

How can Marx claim world-historic economic forces at work from which he is 
exempt?

How can Weber present sociological mechanisms at work explaining how everyone 
behaves except himself?

How can Nietzsche continue to write honestly, when all writing is a will to power?

How are proponents of Critical Race Theory exempt from the systemic forces they 
say govern how everyone else acts?

There is no logical answer to any of these questions.  However, there 
is a trans-logical answer:  Gnosticism.  Certain elite persons are 

granted a glimpse into the hidden reality of things.



The Gnostic Traits of the Previous Scenario

(1) A rational claim of truth is rejected out of hand not for what it 
claims but for what it is, a “rational claim of truth”  (rejection of 
logo-centricity)

(2) “Truth” is merely a projection of inner psychic mechanisms on the 
patent screen of eternity rather than an honest reflection of an 
objective truth (critical theory)

(3) An elite body of individuals can transcend the constructs the rest of 
us are blind to, by being “woke” to them



St. John’s Definition of the Antichrist

1 John 2:22 
Who is a liar but he who denies that 
Jesus is the Christ? He is antichrist who 
denies the Father and the Son. 

1 John 4:3 
and every spirit that does not confess 
that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh 
is not of God. And this is the spirit of 
the Antichrist, which you have heard 
was coming, and is now already in the 
world.



“Has come in the flesh.”

“has come” = perfect tense = “once 
done with continuing effect”

Jesus has come AND STILL IS in 
the flesh!



Is God bigger than the perfect tense?



So thought the Gnostics…

• The things of the truth “surpass every form (and) 
every sound”

• “[They] ascribe whatever they recognize in themselves 
as experiencing the divine Logos!”  (God not 
contained by flesh and blood but experienced 
internally)



Philosophical 
Underpinnings:

The Logo-centric Cosmic 
Architecture of the 

Christian Faith



Spiritual but not Religious?
Who IS the Holy Spirit



The Created Order
The “Separating” Spirit imposes order:
(1) He separates one thing from other

• Creation of being
• Necessity of matter as the locus of specific, individual being

(2) He names what He has separated
• The rise of language as one-to-one correspondence between word 

and being
• Explains man’s role of dominion as related to language:  Adam names 

things

(3) He declares each thing “good” 
• The separated, created order is inherently good
• The capacity of the mind to understand the creation and 

communicate it through objective quanta of conceptual stuff (the 
Logos) is a good project



Logocentricity Explained in Art



The Gnostic Way:  sub specie aeternitatis

The “Woke” point



Eg. Hegel
The Phenomenology of Spirit 

(1807), “To help bring philosophy 
closer to the form of Science, to 
the goal where it can lay aside 
the title of ‘love of knowing' and 
be actual knowledge [i.e. gnosis] 
— that is what I have set before 
me”



(1) God is removed from respectable discourse
• What this really means is that human language and philosophical speculation 

(revealed and natural knowledge) cannot provide a foundation for meaning 
and morality

• God no longer “manages” His Person.
• What then is the basis for meaning and morality?  He becomes a projection of 

the Self and its inner psychic mechanisms

(2) Meaning and morality loses its basis
• Meaning and morality become projection of truths enlightened individuals 

believe they have “woke” access to



The Incarnation of Christ 
as emblem of 

communicable Truth





























Who or what manages God’s 
“Person”?







Logo-centricity:  Reality and 
meaning are external to the subject 
and managed by itself.  We submit 
our sensory and intellectual 
faculties to that external thing.

Gnosis:  Any knowledge based on 
the external world is nothing more 
than a projection of inner 
psychological faculties.  True 
knowledge transcends every 
materialistic faculty and arises from 
an awakened Self.



The Gnostic 
Myth



The Gnostic 
Myth as 
Cosmic 

Archetype











Yaldabaoth and Archons (Powers)
(1) Systems of power and 

governance
(2) Family tradition
(3) “Institutional” churches and 

their focus on doctrines, rites, 
and rituals (sacred names, 
sacred days, etc.)

(4) The laws of economics; 
property rights

(5) Biological laws (of sex or 
marriage, for instance)

(6) Nation states and borders
(7) The “laws” of grammar, logic, 

and reason
(8) Language itself!!!



Antinomianism:  Liberating the Shackled Self (Self 
microcosm of Cosmos)

Yaldabaoth and his archons rule 
with his laws.  These laws dictate 
the various “systems” and 
“institutions” that govern how 
things work in this universe.  We 
are born under these laws and 
must escape their shackles.  



The Archons



Sophia’s Grace
“Come away from the 
divisions (in this world) 
and the fetters and 
already you have 
resurrection.” (Gospel of 
Thomas)

“[D]issolve the division, 
and bring the warm 
pleroma of love [so that] 
there should be unity of 
perfect thought.”



The Archetypes of the Gnostic Myth
A psychological tale…

Monad/Pleroma:  The Self prior to manifestation in flesh; that to which we return after gnosis.
eg.  Jungian source of dream life; the inner light; the ascent vision

Sophia:  The divine feminine; rediscovering integration; the helper of humanity through gnosis.
eg.  The goddess; “The Shack”; new paradigms of knowing (art/music vs. 
rationality)

Yaltabaoth/archons:  The deified principles of this world and its religions; the creator of Ego.
eg.  Parents, ministers, teachers, heads of state and industry, laws of science and 
economics; military and police; Halliburton; the 1%.

Christ:  The cosmic guru; divine messenger from Monad
eg.  Subject of modern visions; subject of “love song” style Christian music; the one 
only incidentally named “Christ” (could be Buddha, or whomever)



Gnostic Traits:
Tracking Gnosticism 

through history



1.  Namelessness of God



2.  Divine Feminine

Sophia above Yaldabaoth (Yahweh).   Represents replacement of 
patriarchal orientation with a more feminine one:

• Age of Pisces vs. Age of Aquarius
• Reasoning vs. Emoting (Enlightenment vs. Romanticism)
• Lineality vs. non-lineality (Ecriture Feminine)
• Clear prose vs. collapse of language
• Speech vs. sexuality as “root metaphor”



3.  Separation as the Cosmic Evil
Ego vs. “Other” seen as 

basis of all evils
(false assumption that 

differences = enmity)
• Male/Female
• Territorialism/nationalism/

tribalism
• Denominationalism (the 

jealous God…)



4.  The Gnostic-Magic Connection
Hermeticism:  “Proletarian 

Gnosticism,” a gnostic
movement which sought to 
take the reins of Yaldabaoth
and govern/engineer the 
world for good.



5.  Transcending the Logos

• Gospel of Truth:  The truth surpasses “every form and every sound.”
• Exegesis of the Soul:  “It is by being born again that the soul will be saved.  And 

this is due not to rote phrases or to professional skills or to book learning.”
• A Sufi question:  “Why is the sound of an onion?”
• Gospel of the Egyptians:  “iiiiiiii eeeee oooo uuuu eee eee eaaaaa oooooo…etc.”
• Marilyn Ferguson:  “Language frames our thought, thus setting up barriers.”
• Paul Davies, “We can say that just as creation is the ‘dualitude’ of an original 

unity, so language is the refraction into parts of what is in principle a whole.”



Transcending Logos (continued)
A logocentric 
understanding of language 
assumes an objective 
quanta of conceptual  
“stuff”  with which two 
people can be in 
communion with and thus 
have communication.  
(Rooted in God’s 
“communication” with us 
through His Logos.)



Transcending Logos (continued)
If the objective beings of creation 
are a deception created by a 
usurper god (Yaldabaoth), then the 
language based on that objective 
reality is by its very nature false and 
corrupt.  Language becomes nothing 
more than a projection of the mind 
on a false world, ultimately the 
manifestation of our own 
imprisoned mind which in turn 
furthers our own imprisonment.  In 
fact, language becomes a means of 
manipulation and power upon 
others.



Transcending Logos (continued)

Examples of transcending Logos:
• The War against grammar
• Changing meaning of “marriage” and “sex”
• The centrality of “narrative”
• The creation of “image”
• New meaning of “telling a story”

**Language transitioning from being a means of communication – a two-way process –
appealing to objective reality, to an essentially manipulative (magical) tool – a one-way 
process – used by powers to control others (Yaltabaoth).   

**The Hermeticist approach:  take the reins of language and engineer the world for good



6.  Transcending Gender
• The bogomils:  Gender is “alien to identity, imposed by the devil.”

• Elaine Pagels:  Separation of Eve from Adam is how we became 
“disintegrated.”

• Rudolf:  “for the Gnostics bisexuality [i.e. transgenderism] is an 
expression of perfection.”

• Mystical religions  and castration



7.  Love (Eros) as cosmic bungee cord
• Marriage is another “institution” 

shackling the bound Self with its 
biological realities rooted in 
natural law (having children 
perpetuates evil flesh)

• Gnostic “Bridal Chamber” ritual 
as ritualized restoration of Sophia 
and fallen world

• Stand-ins for Sophia promise a 
release from this prison house

• Compatibility of sexes, or 
monogamy, no longer an issue; 
passion of the Self is all that 
matters.

• How “Romanticism” and 
“passion” came to have the 
meanings they have (role of 
melancholy, or love-sickness)



Eros (continued…)
The case of Donna Minkowitz:  “I take sex as a sign of 

radical disobedience.  Though I believe I’m obeying 
the Sublime One when I have sex, I also feel 
intensely that I’m fighting back, that each caress is a 
blow of sorts.  But who is it a blow against?  It’s a 
whack at all the forces that want to deprive me, 
want me to be…caged in…  I love disobedience as 
much as I love sex itself, the rebel-god who topples 
earthly rules.  Sexual chaos fights the ‘principalities 
and powers’ St. Paul warned about, ‘the rulers of 
the darkness of this age, the spiritual hosts of 
wickedness in the heavenly places.’  Religious-right 
people love this verse and quote it all the time 
because at bottom their religion is, like mine, a 
Manichaean one.”

The surprising context of this quote…



Agape vs. Eros 
(Compassion vs. Passion)
Eros:  If “neighbor” is just another mistake of the cosmos, the category 

itself is deconstructed.  Love for neighbor is thus an impossibility.  
Eros creates “passion” for Sophia through a stand-in.

Agape:  Rooted in the Trinity itself, love is a self-sacrificial giving of Self, 
a COM-passion, for the life of another, i.e. neighbor.



Other Traits…

8. Elitism

9. The New Age, or emerging paradigms, the binary view of history 
(cosmic battle of gods and ages)

10.  Palingenesia, the gnostic “ascent” experience as immediate 
resurrection



Jordan Peterson’s Inherent Gnosticism

Jordan Peterson typifies our cultural 
moment:  the soul cannot tolerate a 
vacuum; it will seek out religious expression, 
but do so in a non-institutional way.  Jordan 
Peterson attracts seekers who want 
Christianity reframed in a scientific manner.  
However, his framing is inherently Gnostic 
(as all such attempts must be)
• Heavily influenced by Carl Jung, a self-

professed Gnostic
• Influenced also by Frederick Nietzsche
• Jokingly set up a church of one, himself, 

called St. Joachim of Fiore


